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NEW MEXKO, TUESDAY, FEBRUARY IS, 1913.

CRAMPTON WOULD GIVE
MORE POWERS TO

f rom day to day, since it was reported, the resolution has remained upon
!he calendar, passed by at eacli session, without final action. It has resulted in some question us to the why
iwid wherefor thereof.
CLARK INTRODUCES
A NEW AMENDMENT.
State Senator Clark this afternoon
introduced senate joint resolution
No. 12, providing for the submission
of an amendment to articlo 8 of the
constitution relative?- to taxation ami
revenue, The resolution would amend
the constitution so as to provide
against a double taxation on any
No tax to exceed 10 mills
property.
and providing that any state or other
officer making a prollt from public
monies, should be disqualified from
holding office in the state and providing that monies shall, when not oth- erwise in use under existing laws, be
deposited in national or banks incorporated under the state laws. An examination clause also is included.
WALTON GETS BILL
FOR SILVER CITY
Stat e Senator Walton's hill provid- ing that the incorporation act which
in the good old days, was passed for
Silver City, be amended so as to permit a tax of not to exceed
of
ono per cent for street Improvements,
was passed in the senate this afternoon. Under the old act the tax applied only to
property
owners.
The senate also passed
Senate
Substitute for Senate Bill No. 68
The Mine Inspector Act. Senate Bill
No. 97 The Fence Law, was recom
mitted on motion of State Senator
Miera.
HOUSE HEARS ABOUT
LAS VEGAS LAND GRANT
The house met this afternoon at a
o'clock and heard speeches by Charles
A Spiess and other members of the
Vegas delegation, which is here
urging the passage of the Las Vegas
land grant measure, having for its object, favorable action for the completion of the big irrigation project, on
which nearly $10,000 has already been
expended but" which has been In a
dormant, state because of inability of
the grant board to use certain funds.
Among the new bills In the senate

TAFT'S VETO IS
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MADERO HAS

OVERTURNED ON
IMMIGRATION

FOR A CLASS

Via

RESItV

Washington, 1). C, Feb. IS. Presi- dent Tail's veto of the lSuriiett-IH-linghiun immigration bill was over-li.rned in the senate today when the
I. ill was
72 to S, greatly
iaj
excess of the
vote neces-PRO-TEf- tl
sary.
An attempt will be made to
FOLLOWING THIS SOUVENIR FEATURE, ihr bill in the bouse.
,
Senator Dillingham, one of the au-WORK WAS RESUMED
DEGREE
of the hill, attacked Secretary P1fU IC DFPflPT RPP.FIVFn FROM MTYIM PITY WUFOF f.FNFDII Wi7
TO
ASCERTAIN
BILL IN LEGISLATIVE SENATE AUTHORIZES EQUALIZATION
WUVM iw lib! win
iibvuibv iiwm uibnivv vi i i 111ii.Uk UbiiLiiru. vinii
CEREMONIES AT Nagle for condemning the "literacy
IMPOSING
WITH
AND
TELEPHONE
EXPRESS
VALUES OF
SEEMS TO BE GETIING CONTROL OF THE BUSINESS DISTRICT. UNITED
COMPANIES,
RAILROADS,
test. "The immigration commission,"
said Senator Dillingham, "had made
BEAUTIFUL CATHEDRAL.
FOR PURPOSES OF TAXATION IN
LINES AND LIVESTOCK
STATES TO SEND 2,000 MARINES TO GOANTANAMO
TELEGRAPH
an investigation of all principal inthe
east
of
dustries
Mountains,
Rocky
FUTURE.
and It showed that immigrants who
GRAND BALL WILL
came in more than a decade ago
BE HELD TONIGHT!,;;; re drawing higher wages than AN EXPEDITIONARY FORCE OF
ose wlio have arrived within the
SALARIES BILLS ARE PUT OVER
last ten years. This cheap unskilled
SOLDIERS IS NOW MOBILIZED
ses class of labor coming in for the last
The feature of the morning
n
t(
has
crowded
the
out
better
UNTIL NEXT THURSDAY AFTERNOON
sion of tne eleventh reunion of the classyears
of immigrants,
Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite,
"The immigration commission's re-- I
of New
TODAY'S EVENTS IN MEXICAN WAR.
Valley of Santa Fo, Orient
.ort shows," he said, "that S7 per
Mexico, now being held at,' the ScotThis is the tentli day of fighting in Mexico City.
en-!
cent
of
this
class
of
Immigrants
State Senator E. C. Crampton this to alter or change the same iu any
tish Rite cathedral, was the taking of ti r
President Madero is reported to have agreed to appointment of a pres.
singly and work for low xvages,
the class picture. This is always an
afternoon introduced In the senate a I articular.
out the older class of imtnl-- j ident ad interim.
Sec. 4. The valuation placed upon
iwding
to
hold
tends
which
"event" and one
Firing went on nil night ceasing at the break of dawn.
bill, having for its object the con- railroad property shall be by opera'
,he ?',fP'"?.of thei
in close ties those candidates who
no change has occurred in the position of the antagonists.
Virtually
to
the
Vnited
States
it
of
wants
whether
additional
upon
tive
say
and
amount
power
the
per
divisions,
, ..
ferring
i
toirnii throneh the various
The federals capture the Y. M. C. A. building.
l
or
not."
class
with
state board of equalization and upon nile to be fixed shall include all
Tho federals intend to throw dynamite shells.
degrees, culminating generally
the
the boards of county commissioners property belonging in to such railroad
Silas F. fiiltnore, an American is hit by three bullets as he walked
and used
o(
the
company
the
operation
picture,
TESTIMONY
Following the class
in the collection of data on the value
along the street.
railroad.
is
candidates repaired to rue auuii.unum
Reports sent Washington state many federals have been killed In the
of property listed for taxation. The
.
FAVORABLE TO
Section 5. The boards of county
of the catneurai wneie m-vicinity of American embassy in Mexico City.
bill gives the state board of equaliza- commissioners of the several counties
en the fifteenth degree with all ine;
White and Red Cross organizations have been disbanded "owing to
C.
DARROW
tion the right to fix the value of propmeet on the second Monday in
elaborate ceremonies, gorgeous cos-- :
internal political intrigues."
of
erties
railroads, express companies, January of each year and shall proA
"
"
tumc's- 8Up, ,u
General Diaz may soon be in control of Mexico City.
telegraph ceed in like manner as the State
Los Angeles, Cul., Feb. IS. Testi- sleeping cars, telephone,
uu- - cuunai-- .
Hunting eneers.
Secretary Knox informs President Taft so far there has been no into impeach Bert
II.
lines and of livestock In the state for hoard of equalization to ascertain the
mony
designed
Van
She- of this degree Mrs. G.
fraction of the rules of civilized warfare or of International law in Mexi."'
former
Mc.Vamaia
the purposes of taxation.
defense
Franklin,
true value of property of different
h,one vmlu
At its January session, the state classes
detective, who confessed having bribed co to warrant intervention on the part of the United States.
subject to taxation within
nerian selection on the great organ jurors, was introduced today in the
The policy of the United States dealing with Mexico is said to meet
an
issued
order
board
calling upon tneir
WinV.
than
other
R.
counties
respective
at the cathedral and .Mrs.
S. Harrow. with tho approval of European powers.
second trial of Clarence
the corporations coming under, its rroperty mentioned in section one
chester sang a delightful soprano
The army transports Meade and McClellnn sailed today.
Domingnez, of l.os Angeles, an
jurisdiction, to report their property
and shall fix a valuation thereWnters of
"Hi.
.
- -Ravioli." The
At 10 o'clock the filing in Mexico City had become hot. The palace
' J dm
BV1U
associated with Earl Rogers,
attorney
at full value for tho purpose of as- onereof,
for taxation purposes of thirty-threScottish Kite cnoir sang uie
Ulti, recPllth. narrow s chief counsel, is threatened by bodies of rebels on a sortie.
sessment. Under the bill' by Mr.
and
per centum of the
At noon luncheon was served. The imd (1ordon c Watti of i(,1(,nai clerk
A sensation Is caused by reports from El Paso that a machine gun has
Crampton, the board is empowered to true value so ascertained.
work was resumed at 2 p. m. jof 1ho Mont.llla Benate, were among been stolen from the Thirteenth U. S. cavalry at Hachita, New Mexico,
degree
administer
issue subpoenaes and
Sec. ti. It shall be the duty of the
when the eighteenth degree was
and that it is believed the rebels "sneaked" over the border getting it with
principal witnesses,
oaths to witnesses and' to take all legThis degree is known as the
f erred.
had lots of ammunition.
nominguez testified Franklin
al steps to ascertain thereal value of assessor of each county to list all
r
The United - States army and navy are
for any exigency
"Knight, of Rose Croix". The wise t(1(1 i,im that narrow was not
v;
property for taxation at the valuations
properties before It.
The j earned in the bribery of the McXa
W.
was
boards
fixed
said
Mayes.
to
in
the
Mexican situation. Two thousand marines assemble at Newport
respectively;
by
.Joln,
its
meet
to
In the event of failure
were
officers we're: Harry S. How- jura's jurors and had added that Harrow Nws and Philadelphia, to start tomorrow
for Guatananio.
that all property the valuaSoldiers,
S. B. No. 137, by Mr. Evans,
requirements on the part of any con- provided,
Edward R. Paul, v as a man above corruptive motive tec, are being mobilized.
cern operating in the state, the board tion of which shall not have been
to false representations in em- man, senior warden;,
fixed by such boards shall
junior warden; Marvin G. Yates, ora- jr,r practice.
may ascertain the value of the prop- specifically
ploying labor.
master of
.1.
DeArcy,
be
the
Emmet
assessor
Watt, who formerly lived near Los
at
assessed
the
tor;
by
B.
Itself.
No. 138, by Mr. Evans, an anti
S.
erty for
This is virtually
dynamite shells.
of
testified that Franklin had
this
valuThe
Angeles,
and
uniform
same
ceremonies.
conferring
Is
subin
proportionate
trust law of voluminous proportions.
The bill by Mr. Crampton
MICHIGAN SOLONS APPEAL
what was announced by President Mahim
told
the
was
district
with
was
solemnity.
attorney
boards
only
great
as
fixed
ation
said
upon
by
S. B. No. 139, by Mr. Sulzer, rela- degree
stance, as follows:
dero last night.
TO TAFT AND WILSON.
holding the charges over him (Frank- - V
THIS AFTERNOON.
other property.
tive to the issuance of bonds for edIS. A
BILL NO. 144.
Feb.
Mich.,
Par-tow- , V
Lansing,
to
Important developments are expechim
make
the
lin)
afternoon
against
this
testify
At 3:45 o'clock
Sec. 7. The state board of equali- ucational
ted to take place In the course of the
purposes by boards of eduIntroduced by Mr. Crampton.
who was the man they wanted V resolution was introduced in the
This
was
begun.
twenty-firs- t
and
boards
zation
the
of
degree
county
cation and amending
the present
An Act Authorizing the State Board
Michigan legislature today, direc- S day. It was found shortly after dayis known as "Noachite or Prussian "to get,"
of the several counties laws.
and the Boards of
of Equalization
ted to President Tuft and Presi- light that the rebels under Diaz had
Edmund
were:
officers
The
first
hold
shall
their
respectively
C
t
S. B. No. 140, by Mr. Sulzer, to take Knight."
Wilson, urging that ao- - X materially extended their lines and
ounty Commissioners to Fix Valuacommander;
C.
of
lieutenant
Abbott,
comply- care of an old
meetings for the purpose
WILSON'S SEUEN
were threatening seine of the federal
tion be taken in Mexico to re- tion of Property for Taxation.
outstanding account
Harry S. Bowman, Count Helnfred;
store peace and protect the lives X ositions. One rebel battery had been
Fe it Enacted By the Legislature of ing with the provisions of this act, against the armory at Albuquerque.
EmWIN
BILLS
OUT
James A. Rolls, Adolf the Saxon;
and fixing the valuation of property
X placed In a position west
of Nizza
of American citizens. '
S. B. No. 141, by Mr. Burns, providthe State oi isew Mexico:
IN N.
Section I. The State Board of for taxation to be listed upon the tax ing for the reconstruction of tho met J. DeArcy, wfu.ien of the North;
V
street within a block of the United
The resolution was introduce"
HOUSE
the
of
South;
warden
S.
Edward
ten
within
Paul,
for
the year 1913,
Initialization shall meet on the second rolls
States embassy and another four
by Ir. Hion Wheelan, of Hillsnormal school at
Charles M. Stauffor, orator: John W.
Wheel- b'ocks east of the embassy.
Monday of January of each year for Coys after the same goes into effect. El Rito.
N. J., Feb. 18. Governor S dale, who lias a son, Irving
Trenton,
T.
Melvln
Dunlavy,
Sec. 8. Said state board of equall
the purpose of fixing the assessed
an, employed in Mexico City, He
S. B. No. 142, by Mr. llfeld, making Mayes, recorder:
Up to nine o'clock, however, these
t
seven
hills
Wilson's
this
valuation upon the following property zauon ana saia uoarus oi county com-- , a minor change in section 2fl03 of the fiscal: Harry H. Dorman, warden;
said he had not heard from his X batteries as well as the federal cannon
exactin
the
house
afternoon
passed
Arthur J. Griffin, herald.
X had maintained silence and everybody
and in the manner hereinafter provid- missioners shall have the same pow- - iaws 0 jgg7
V son in more than two weeks.
ly the same form as they passed the
ed.
ers and duties as boards of equaliza-- i
X X in the vicinity awaited in anxiety and
DANCE TONIGHT. .
s. R No '143 by Mr nfpld ftn Ret
senate last. week. The bills now go
Such board shall ascertain the true ticn as are now prescribed by Iaw,;to amtnd
A social feature of much Importanticipation for what was to take
section 34 of ch ter 79 of
in
back to the senate, the body
to
value of all property belonging
place.
ance is the dance at 8:30 tonight. It which
except as herein otherwise provided. tne aw8 0f jgng
for
formal
originated,
they
Silas F. Gilmore, an elderly AmeriBULLETIN
X
taflroad, express, sleeping car, teleSec. 9. This act is necessary fori Among the' committee
will be given in the banquet hall of
was
to
reports
transmission
the
governor.
X can, who Is the manager of an imporgraph, telephone, or other transporta- the preservation of the public peace, one from the colnmittee ou
at 3 p. m.)
(Received
the cathedral a spacious room beauflnance
The senate already having adjourn- X
tion or transmission companies, used health and safety, and shall therefore
X tant mechanical
was
works here,
Minneapolis, Minn., Feb. IS.
wi,ich favored s B
bv Mr Wft. tifully lighted and artistically decor al for the day, the bills will not reach
by such companies in the operation take effect immediately upon its pass-- torii
X Following orders from tho war X rtruck in the right forearm by three
will
attended
be
dance
The
ated.
by
the governor until tomorrow,
when
authorizing the state treasurer to
of their railroads, express, sleeping
age and approval, provided it be take care of tne lntereBt on Grant Masons and their guests. Special they will be signed and become law. X department to be ready for field X bullet stoday as he was unconcernedcar, telegraph or telephone lines orj passed by a
s
X service at a
moment's
vote of each county bonds.
notice, X ly walking nlong Colinia street. He
furnished.
be
will
music
The opposition to the bills in the
ether transmission or transportation
X ran into the middle of a skirmish
Twenty-eightX members of the
TOMORROW.
but it passed by less than a
CLOSES
rouse,
was
house
and
largely perfunctory
line, and shall ascertain the true value
detainments of rebels and feds
X Infantry, V, S. A., received am- - X
vote of each house, It shall
close . tomorrow ;came
will
reunion
The
minorfrom
the Republican
only
and
of range cattle, horses
sheep
X munition today and made prep- - X erals.
THE
effect ninety days after the ad- - SCENE
the
with
program:
following
iitv which embraces elirht of the sixtv
MANY FEDERALS KILLED.
goats and other live stock throughout
X aratlons
trains X
for boarding
journment of the' legislature.
iu a. m. i omen ing ui u.e
nu.raDers of the assembly,
ALLEGED CRIME
the state.
D. C,
Feb. 18. A
X
the
should
Washington,
order
without
delay,
;X
degree.
Sec. 2. For the purpose of ascer-- j SALARIES BILLS ARE
of Mexican federals
X large number
X to move come,
VISITED
Luncheon.
Noon.
AGAIN
GIVEN
RECESS.
1st
such
said
values
the
board
taining
have been killed during the heavy
BALKANS AGAIN
X X X X X X X X X X X
2 p. m. Thirty-firs- t
degree.
hereby given power and authority to( The Salaries bills both for county
'
fighting In the vicinity of the Amerl- Thirty-seconm.
7:45
p.
degree.
summon and administer oaths to wit- ( fficials and district attorneys, were
Salem, Mass., Feb. IS The jury
QUARRELING
an embassy at Mexico City.
18.
PresiMexico
Feb.
Mex.,
City,
nesses and to examine persons and not taken up at 2:30 p. m. today, al-- isited the supposed scene of the
cent Madero agreed today in princi- Mny hullets have entered the em- papers in connection with their duties. though they were special order for crime before the trial of William A. The officers of the Knight of Kadosh
iOiidon, Feb. IS. The tension be- - cle to the appointment of a president
"huiiik, uuc oniy sugnc nam-aSec. 3. When such true values are that hour. When the president of the Torr, of Stockton, California, charged or thirtieth degree, which is one of
hus bfipn done.
tween Rumania and Bulgaria in con- interim.
de
and
j"
chivalric
v
the
ith
the
of
senate
caMed
E.
murder
not
than
for
Philosophical
later
and
the
special order,
Marsh,
George
f.nally determined,
With sickness and famine confront- htction with the Balkan situation has
ALL NIGHT FIRE.
the first day of March of each year, it Mr. Crampton arose and moved that was resumed late today.
grees, are as tollows:
the people of Mexico, in the eon- ing
acute.
The
become
pow
European
H.
18.
to
Marsh's body item was found in a
Mexico City, Mex., Feb.
the bills go over until Thursday afterDorman, preceptor.
shall be the duty of said board
Firing
Harry
now
taken
have
ui urn uu.vh ui street ngni- ers,
OL,i"iv.u
however,
steps
went on practically the whole '"B"Vi
iitplil
fix a valuation upon all such property noon at 2:30 o'clock . The motion lonely spot near the West Lynn bouFIRST APARTMENT.
,,,
to
iiuui nru
and
uic
Sofia
Bucharest
bcth
at
uiuic
organifrom both the federal and rebel posifor purposes of taxation of thirty-- j rrevailed without opposition and the levard, but there is doubt whether
Charles M. Stauffer, Spirit of the
zations
have
been
disbanded owing
media"
friction
and
offer
of
an
the
tions. In the total darknesB it was to
three and
per centum of the fenate then adjourned until 2 p. m. the murder was committed there or Past; Edward R. Paul. Captain of the
their
internal
Is
political intrigues.
tion between the disputants
his body was removed thence in an Guard.
true value thereof as ascertained, and . hursday.
impossible to ascertain whether any
Ambassador Wilson has established
o immediately certify the same to' Likewise, when Senate Substitute automobile after the shooting.
SECOND APARTMENT.
advantage had been gained by either an
relief
organization.
embassy
the boards of county commissioners for House Joint Resolution No. 9
side.
The state alleges that Marsh and
Thomas J. Sanford,
Hierophant;
DIAZ GAINING.
At dawn the artillery duel died down
of the several counties of the state which is to give $500 to the four house Dorr were driving together in a motor Charles M. Stauffer, Sacrificer; EdTHE DAY IN
d,
General Diaz and his rebel command
in which such property is
and members accused at last session of car on the day of the murder.
It is ward R. Paul, Lieutenant of the Guard.
gradually and finally ceased 'at 5:15.
No reason for the cessation of hos- riay soon be in full control of the
cuch valuation when so fixed and cer-- j bribery and which sum is said by the contended that Dorr hoped to profit
THIRD APARTMENT.
residential section of Mexico City, actilities was known.
tified, shall be final and binding upon resolution to be for additional attorney by the death of Marsh, who was the
SENATE.
James A. Massie, Supreme Judge;
all taxing officials throughout this fees, Mr. Page moved that the reso-- ! trustee of a fuftd held for Miss Orpha John
Up to quarter past eight the fight- cording to a dispatch from AmbassaKey Pittman, or Nevada, sworn in
W. Maves. First Frank Judge;
state, and they shall have no power jlution be not considered at that time. Marsh, an aunt of the defendant.
ing had not been renewed. The tenth dor Wilson. Diaz is reported to have
Alpheus A. Keen, Second Frank to complete term of the late Senator
day of the civil war in the capital advanced his line to the "corner of
Nixon.
T).
Third
Cartwright,
Judge; Hiram
found virtually no change in the po- Insurgentes and Niza streets, apparof
Columbia
District
committee
Frank Judge; Jay B. Sloan, Fourth
sitions of the antagonists but it was ently with the intention of attacking
to
bill
report favorably
Frank Judge: Earl C. Men, Fifth agreed
understood
that the federals have ii nearby battery.
Judge; Edward R. Paul, Pro- - j scribing eight hour day for women received reinforcements.
Although federal firing was vigor-ru- s
workers in the District of Columbia.
vost of Justice.
It was thought that the break in the
throughout yesterday, Ambassador
on
nebate
bill,
opened
Immigration
"FOURTH APARTMENT.
attle meant merely a change of tac- - Wilson reports he was unable to dis
cover that it had inflicted any dam-rg- e
Harrv H. Dorman, Preceptor: Jas. its'
111." UV 111,7
lllllllllUllUf
Washington, D. C, Feb. 18. The
repassage over the president s
to the cathedral, although much
Sub Preceptor; Jas.
It
was
First
in
quaranthorative
stated
Massie,
News
mm.
Newport
18.
Shipbuilding
Feb.
new
The inauguration
Paris,
veto.
post.
w- Chaves, Second Sub
damage was done to other buildings
ters
no
been
had
truce
that
bid
Preceptor;
arranged.
of
for
$7,235,000
construepany's
of Raymond Poincaire as president of
President Poincare and
HOUSE.
and many people were killed.
Jonn s- n- Hamraitt, Orator: Edward
CAPTURE Y. M. C. A.
the French republic for a term of sevConsidered miscellaneous
Fallieres kissed each other on tion of the nev. dreadnaught Pennsyl-- R- Pal1'- Master
legisla- Mar-wa-s
NO INTERVENTION.
of
Ceremonies;
with
Curtiss
turbine engines,
en years, took place today with sim- - both cheeks and at the same moment 'aula,
The government troops today
tion.
Gthe lowest of all proposals open-jvi- "
Yates, Lieutenant of the Guard:
A.
D. C. Feb. 38. SecreY.
C.
M.
of
the
Washington,
ceremonies.
was
a
There
on
possession
Pes
Invalides
the
the
pie
great
guns
palace
Michael O'Neill, Expert; James P.
ed at the navy department today.
building which had been in the hands tary Knox told President Taft and the
CHARGE
AGAINST
display of popular enthusiasm as the began to thunder a salute announcing
j BRIBERY
The Pennsylvania, officially known McNulty, Assistant Expert,
new chief executive proceeded to the to the world that the presidency had
EDWARDS IS DISMISSED. of the rebels since the second day's cabinet today that notwithstanding
as "No. 38," will not only be the big-- i The ceremonial or official degrees,
fghting. The leaders of the govern- all the fierce fighting in the City of
palace of the Elysee.
changed hands.
are
and thirty-secongfefit ship in the American navy, but!'ne thirty-firs- t
ment troops are preparing for aggres-tiv- Mexico for the last eight days, there
Premier Brtand early in the after18.
W.
A.
Va..
General
Feb.
Charleston,
Florentine,
Georges
Nw Mexico Consistory No. 1.
action against the rebel positions. lad been no infraction of the rules of
noon called at the private residence grand chancellor of the legion of hon- ro far as is known, will exceed in size!01'
C. Wilson, Charges against William Seymour Edofficers are Franci
so far laid down by
It
is said they intend to use dynaof the president-elect- .
The two then or then invested President Poincare pny warship
candione of the Republican
power. Her tonnage will" be master of Kadosh: Harry S. Bowman, wards,
(Continued on page four).
proceeded in a four horse open car- with the insignia of grand master of foreign
U. S. senator, that he had mite grenades and mortars throwing
for
dates
H.
000
Dorman,
HI,
almost three times that of the!prior: Harry
Preceptor;
to
riage, escorted by Cuirassiers through the order. Oddly enough, President famous old Oregon,
a
of
tried
vote
the
member
of
Fred-intJbuy
T'eArcy, chancellor;
already lwarf ted lnme,t
the avenue DuBois de Boulogne, the Poincare although he had recommendPrick
Almoner:
Charles M. a legislature, was dismissed today by
avenu Deschamps Elysee and ' the ed many hundreds of people for the can insignificance bv the erpat A mrl. stauffer,Muller,
Minister of State; Melvin T. Justice Gilchrist, before whom the
avenue de Marigny to the palace.
warrant for Fdws'ds' arrest last
decoration of the legion of honor had
This latest addition to the navy
the president- never until today himself received v ill cost, when
Paris, Feb.
week was sworn out.
(Continued on page eight).
with guns,
complete
elect's carriage entered the court yard the ribbon even of the lowest grade. f.rraor and equipment, $14,173,000.
of the palace a battalion of infantry
After luncheon President Poincare
New York, Feb. 18. There will be will decide the firemen's claim. Their
came to salute, wbile the trumpeters escorted
Fallieres to the FXTRA SESSION OF
no firemen's strike on the eastern decision will be binding.
flat he had engaged for his future
played a fanfare.
SENATE, MARCH 4
The firemen selected their reprerailroads.
The railroads yielded toM. Fallieres, the retiring' president residence, which is in the Rue Franon the board of arbitrators
sentatives
livwith Emlle Loubet, the only other
cois Premier, near that of United
day and agreed to arbitrate under the as soon as the railroads decision was
Washington, Feb. 18. Another forYORK
NEW
TO
CURE
TO
of the French re- States Ambassador Myron T. Herrlck. mal step toward the
ing
Erdman act the controversy with the announced. He is Albert B. Phillips,
inauguration of
public, received President Poincare President Poincare then returned to Woodrow Wilson was taken today at
Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen of Sacramento, Calif.,
on the steps of the palace and walk- the Elysee where he for the first time the state department, with the isrfue
,
18. Dr.
Friedrich germs which he asserts are so effica- and Engineers. The firemen had of their organization.
Feb.
ed with him to the reception hall as president of the republic presided .;f President Taft "s proclamation, callto a man, for this method of
s stood
The railroads selected as their man
he
Frledmaun, whose claims to the dis- cious, and it is understood
where Fallieries delivered a brief ad- over a meeting of the cabinet.
the new senate in extra session1 covery of a serum curing tuberculosis
and
to attempt the cure of ninety-fiv- e arbitration ever since the deadlock W. W. Atterbury,
ing
The principal streets of Paris were en March i at noon. This is for the have been much discussed, sailed for
dress, at the end of which he transout of a hundred cases of tuber- began; the railroads had stood firm general manager of the Pennsylvania
ferred the seals of office to President decorated all day with bunting. inauguration of new senators and New York
today on the steamer Kron culosis, a test for which a New York for arbitration before a commission lines, east. Within a day or two these
Poincare. The latter in a few remarks Crowds promenaded the city singing confirmation of the new
men will select the third or neutral
Dr. Friedmann banker has offered a million dollar of six or seven men.
Prinzessin Cecilie.
president's
accepted the responsibilities of bis the "Marseillaise."
Three men, acting under the law, member. ' '
tcok with him a quantity of the live fee if success is attained
appointments.
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"CASCARETS"

Aemoval Notice
THE WINTER

BE5 TL

bad your liver, stomach or bowels; how much your head
aches, how miserable and uncont
fcrtable you are from constipation,
indigestion, biliousness and sluggish
intestines you always get the desired results with Cascarets and
quickly, too.
Don't let your stomach, liver and
Take
bowels make you miserable.
Cascarets tonight! put an end to the
headache, biliousness, dizziness, nerv- ousness, sick, sour, gassy stomacn,
backache
and all other distress;
cleanse your Inside organs of all the
bile, gases and constipated matter
which Is producing the misery.
A
box means health, happiness and a clear head for months. No
more days of gloom and distress if
now and
you will take a Cascaret
then. All druggists sell Cascarets.
Don't forget the children their little
insides need a good, gentle cleansing,
too..
No odds how

their new quarters formeriy
occupied by TOWNSEND'S.

WINTER GROCERY GO.

AND

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL
ALFALFA SEED.

STOCK

I

Thoroughly Cleanes Your
Liver and Bowels While
Your Sleep.

GROCERY CO.

FOOD.

All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in balk and packages

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

BURGLAR STOPS
ROBBING WORK
TO SAVE BABY

INTENSE ITCHING

LEO HERSCH

GOVERNMENT

RE-

CEIPTS INTO PRIVATE BANKS IS

WITH-

OUT

TURNING

OF

AUTHORITY

ANATION, OF

LAW.

DEMANDS

POINDEXTER
THE

AN

GOVEPNMENT'S

SENATOR

EXPLACTION.
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(By Gilson Gardner.)

Washington, D. , Feb. IS. The
entire absence of any law authorizing
the order recently issued by the secretary of the treasury, turning the
into private
government receipts
tanks is now practically admitted by
defenders of the Taft administration.

AFFECTION

In Rash on Leg. Spread to Other
Parts of Body. Several Boils.
Pain Caused Nervousness and
Loss of Sleep. Cuticura Soap
and Ointment Effected Cure.
TV.

20th St., Los Angeles, Cel.

"The skin affection began in a little red

colored rash on my right Ick. and gradually
spread to other parts of my ,
body. Then small pimples
appeared and later several
H tioils on
ed r
my leg. The' skin
around the boils was at
first bright red, and afterwards became darker colored. The clotliing irritated
The only excuse offered in the way of
the sores. The pain caused
eiatutary law, is contained in what
nervousness and loss of
i ppears to be a "Joker" inserted in the
sleep, and the Itching was
Aldrich-Vreeland
act of 1907, possibly Intci:
After using various remedies for
intended by Aldrich to be at some time about six months I saw how a person afthe basis for some such strained In- flicted with skin disease was cured by using
Cutlcuia Soap and Ointment.
terpretation as that contained in this
" I lathed the sores with Cuticura Soap'
executive order number five.
and Ji water and then applied Cuticura
Smoot and Lodge have appeared as Oiatm .t und after about six months' con
engenders of the administration. On stant treatment tho sores gradually healed
Poin-rlexterleaving the skin soft and smooth. Cuticura
February 11, when Senator
effected a complete
resolution came up for pas- Soap and Ointment
cure." (Signed) H. A. Robinson. Fob. 24, '12.
sage, Lodge tried to excuse Secretary
I f you wish a skin clear of pimples, black
MacVeagh. He cited the act of I90i. llearij and othcp onnoying eruptions, hands
"All
which
soft and white, hair live and glossy, and
euotine the section
says:
desig-rute- d
scalp free from dandruff and Itching, begin
national banking associations
the regular use of Cuticura Soap for
for that purpose by the secre- the
toilet, bath and shampoo, assisted by
be
shall
deposiof
the
treasury
tary
an occasional light application of Cuticura
tories of public money, except receipts Ointment. Sold every whore. Liberal sample
fiom customs, under such regulations
of each mailed free, with 32-Skin Book.
post-ca- rd
"Cuticura. Dept. T, Boston."
ab may be prescribed by the secre
-Tender-faced
men should use Cuticura
tary."
So ; Shaving Stick, 25c Sample free.
The above is the reading of the
('--
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YOU WON'T GET "PINCHED"

US.
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WE DON'T WANT TO MAKE

WOOD DAVIS
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MILITARY
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THE

INSTITUTE

SWASTIKA LUMP

SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.

STEAM COAL

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

BARTELDES' SEEDS
S
E

WESTERN

E

If not

D

U

Out--

S

!

at your Dealers We Will Supply Direct
FREE.

OUR 1913 CATALOGUE

Specialty

Pry F arming Seeds

....

THE BARTELDES SEED CO.,
Box 1804,

Department O,

Denver, Colorade.

;

MEW MEXICAN PBINTJNG 00.
'
.Looal Ageats for

"Baltic" Bookcase
and Desk cemblaed.
A Dak Unit with few o
many Book Units ai desired.
The only perfect combination
dak tndbookcuc ever made

Roomy, convenient, attrac- -

Modern Grocery Co.

ttvc

:

a

PLANTERS

SEEDS FOR WESTERN

ONCE USED, ALWAYS USED

OYSTERS

h

Wood
rta.lFACTORY
WOOD

CERRILLOS LUMP

FRESH FISH
Wednesdays Fridays

cata-osu-

& LIGHT CO.

PHONE 83 MAIN.

tl--

i

mation cheeerfully given.

CAPITAL COAL YARD

j

EUGENE FOX,

IENT

I SANTA FE WATER

P

SO CONVEN

IS QUITE

as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night' Estimates and full Infor-

f

East
AWifcMB or
West

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
ODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the mod-hoern
and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Qood light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

POWER

j

The

suouj

r

1

IS

COMPANY.

Have-- t

LIGHT

j

r

We

:

1

lC

iu Hardware

If

14.

I

t

CANT

WE PREFER THE SLOW, SURE, HONEST

N

and

All
rKUiU dAn

TUB FULL OF MONEY THE FIRST

'

n n
OrMHItO, ELECTRICIAN,

ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

A

HARDWARE

--

"BUY IT OF CRICHTON."

J.

HARDWARE

METHOD OF FILLING OUR TUB WITH MANY LITTLE DROPS.

DAWSON COAL

Have

YOUR

BUY

WE SQUEEZE OUR PRICES DOWN WHEN WE MARK CUR

TIME YOU DEAL WITH US.

single-hande-

Wired While

WHEN YOU

GOODS.

SAWED WOOD

.
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OF

Los Angeles, Cal., Feb. IS. A
who went to rob Mrs. Fred Mor
but when this was
to save her baby's life, original statute,
remained
ris,
In 1907 the clause, "except FARMER FIGHTS
Phone Black according to a report she made
Phone Black
to the
receipts from customs,' 'was struck
WITH MAD BULL
toMce today.
Mrs. Morris said her baby was out. This was done surreptitiously by
She started to Senator Aldrich and the bill was passstricken with croup.
Bloomsburg, Pa., Feb. IS. For more
a
run for a physician. Just as she went ed, It will be remembered, against
an hour early this morning
than
out her front door she met a masked filibuster conducted by the Progres- Charles Steele, living near Blooms-hurt;'- ,
its
sives
the
and
Democrats,
passage
to
ordered
here
who
man,
keep quiet
with a
fought
at the risk of her life. She screamed, ttlng accomplished by a trick which maddened bull. The animal attacked
of
Sen
consisted
of
taking advantage
"My baby is dying; I am going for a
him when he left the house upon
ator Gore's blindness to take him off
doctor."
continued bellowing, which he
ihearing
"Let me help yon," said the robber, cf his feet w hile he was yielding the
to be that of his cow. As he
thought
fioor to another member of his party.
dropping a revolver into his pocket.
entered the field the bull dashed upon
After calling attention to the fact him.
Mrs. Morris frightened, led him back
Into the house.
He asked for vine that six years have passed since this
Steele retreated to the house, only
law was enacted without any attempt to find the door locked. He then
gar, sugar and water and concocted
mixture which he forced down the in- ty the secretary of the treasury to insought refuge in a nearby building.
fant's throat. Then he rubbed olivi terpret it as it is now interpreted, The bull turned to batter down the
on
Domestic Lump
child's
cil
chest
worked
the
and
Egg
"I
should
Senator
Poindexter said:
Fancy
Fancy Lump
door of his home, in which were his
for an hour before he told the mother like to call the attention of the sen wiftt and children alone.
Seizing a
it was out of danger.
ator from Massachusetts to another piece of iron pipe, the farmer at"You must have a baby yourself."; section of the revised statutes not af- He
tempted to beat off the animal.
remarked Mrs. Morris.
fected In any way by the law which rained blows with the pipe as the anl- "I have five," replied the man. he cites or by any other law which has ami charged him, with no apparent
Phone One Double 0 J.
' That's
why 1 came here tonight."
been passed. I refer to Section 3G20, effect.
Placing the Infant in its crib thi which provides, 'that it shall be the The bellowing of the bull and
'y
in
a
bill
its hand, duty of every disbursing officer
burglar tucked
Steele's cries attracted the attetion of
and, without having removed the mask
having money entrusted to him to Charles Huntzleman and William Mc- tied from the house.
the same with the treasurer jC'loskey, neighbors, who came armed
Mrs. Morris refused to give the po deposit
or some of the assistant treasurers of v itli pitchforks and revolvers, and the
1'ce
a
of
him.
description
THE RELIABLE
P
the United States and to draw on til" battle was soon ended.
Steele fell
A
same only as it may be required for to the ground exhausted, but escaped
payment to be made by him in pur- with few injuries.
HUTCHINSON WAS
suance of law, and all transfers from
PLEASED WITH IT the treasurer of the United States to BANDITS GET $2000;
FIXTURE WORK
ELECTRICAL LIGHTING
CROWD WATCHES.
a disbursing officer shall be by draft
Hutchinson (Kansas) Gazette, Feb, or warrant on the treasurer or an as- treasurer of the United States.'
'."The Bachelor's Honeymoon," a
pp ALL DESCRIPTIONS.
Chicago, Feb. 18. A daring daylight
arce comedy in three acts, pleased The only exception to this law it hold-uhere, witnessed by a score of
two large audiences at the Home thea-- vhere there is no treasurer, or assist-.e- r lossersby, netted two robbers 2000.
yesterday, matinee and night. The P.nt treasurer, and the secretary of
The victim was Norris Neiman and
You Can
Your House
chow is full f humorous situations, j me treasury has designated in writing the money was to pay employes of a
What liquor wholesaler. The robbery, at the
impossible, it is time, but nevertheless sCme other public depository.
HAVE IT DONE AT COST.
to con-- ti,e secretary of the treasury has done
they provoked the audience
point of a pistol, required only a few
The crowd stood gaping for
in this case Is to undertake- to extend seconds.
laughter.
Percolators , Grills,
Phone 223
Ross the authority conferred upon him by a moment, and then gave chase, but
Leon Gibson, the bachelor,
Irons, Etc.
Ainsworth, as Juno Joyce, his wife, tl'is section to cities where mere ,s the bandits escaped,
In other words, the
and Carolene Flournoy as his sister, f,
were characters who were particularly hiw specifically commands
that in
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY.
The costumes worn by the ernes wnere there is a
n'easiug.
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
women of the company were exceed- the money must be kept in the
refund money if
The secretary disregards Tablets. Druggists
ingly fine.
GROVE'S sigto
E.
cure.
W.
it
fails
has this law and transfers the money In
"The Bachelor's Honeymoon"
nature is on each box. 26c.
banks
Hutchto
in
such
cities
seven
private
performances
given
Senator Poindexter called attention
inson in the past five years and from
the crowd that turned out to the two to the laws which for fifty years have
Bhows yesterday it looks as though it forbidden the deposit of government
juinnjvuwiruiajuinnnjvvu
A
PC To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and
CD
would be good for five more years." funds in private bankB, even making
IA
all points in New Mexico, AriThis company will appear at the such improper deposits a felony. He
'Jiks theater next Thursday
night, cited all the statutes on the subject
zona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
and elaborated on those requiring that
February 20.
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
receivers of public moneys keep their
accounts exclusively with the treasELEPHANT
urer. He showed that these statutes
SEASON
CRAZED BY COLD v ere passed because it was regarded
PR dangerous to permit a secretary of
to lend the public money
the
Watertown, X. Y Feb. IS. Appar to treasury
IS HERE!
private banks, or even to open
ently crazed by the cold, an elephant
banks
accounts
with
private
performing in a small circus here ran checking
is exactly what
We are fully prepared
pmuck this afternoon ,and before he for public funds. This
atcould be captured had done damage the secretary of the treasury has
to answer satisfactoramounting to several thousand dol- tempted to do by executive order.
ily all your wants
Senator Nelson, of Minnesota, also
lars.
and
administration
ied
excuse
the
to
ti
Breaking from his keeper the
the money of
LOOK THIS LIST OVER
started down main street. The made a fervid plea that not
be hoardshould
government
street
on
were
the
who
few persons
CAREFULLY:
In
ill the time fled in terror as the ele- ed in the vaults of the treasury,
For Rates and Full Information Address
alhas
there
be
of
times
said,
stress,
phant came rushing along.
SARDINES, Imported and Dobeen a cry that these large
0 F. & P. AGENT,
The big quadruped smashed th( ways
mestic.
the government should
EL PASO, TEXAS.
fronts of two stores and wrecked a hoardings of
te deposited in banks. He admitted
portion of their stocks, and ended the
BISMARK HERRING in the can.
that the law since 1846 has prohibited
campaign by smashing through the
the deposit of public moneys In banks,
the
of
door
State
Armory.
oaken
great
to be
CLAMS, CLAM CHOWDER.CLAM
Inside he did considerable damage to but argued that the law ought
rethe
"Under
Said
he:
different.
rooms,
being
furniture of the company
JUICE, MINCED CLAMS.
finally rounded up by his keeper and a cent rules of the treasury department
of
channels
the
into
the
CRAB MEAT, DEVILED CRABS.
money goes
crowd of citizens that had been drawn
commerce and
trade and moves
10 the scene by the noise.
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
tnrough them instead of being piled up g KIPPERED HERRING,
in the treasury."
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
The West Point cf the Southwest.
YAKMUUIIl nLUA IfcK,
"The
Senator Poindexter replied:
by local applications, as they cannoi
from
senator
the
made
ear.
diseased
the
reach the
speech just
by
portion of
Caviar, lobster.
Ranked a "Distinguished
There is only one way to cure deaf-- , Minnesota would be very applicable to
Institution " by the U S.
fresh mackerel,
ness, 'and that ia by constitutional a discussion' in the senate of a change
War Department.
Deafness is caused by an In the fiscal policy of the government,
remedies.
milcher herring.
inflamed condition of the mucous lin- but It is not applicable to the question
I.ocaied in the beautiful Peeos
of
the
not
as
or
to
When
whether
secretary
Tube.
Valley. 3,700 feet above sealevel,
ing of the Eustachian
sunshine every day. Ooen air
this tube is inflamed you have a rumb- - the treasury, without any legislation,
CHEESE OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
work throughout the entire sessound or imperfect hearing, and vithout such a discussion, without
ling
sion. Conditions for physical
senator
from
the
Is
of
views
the
Deafness
is
hearing
when
it
closed,
entirely
and mental development are
the result, and unless the infiamma-- i Minnesota and the members of both
IDEAL such as cannot be found
tion can be taken out and this tube re-- . branches of congress, may make this
Fourelsewhere in America.
stored to its normal condition, hear order in his own discretion, upon his
teen officers and Instructors, all,
&
graduates from standard Easting will be destroyed forever; nine own authority, reveolutionizing the
Ten buildings,
ern colleges.
cases out of ten are caused by Ca-- ' fiscal policy of the government, and
modern in every respect.
tarrh, which is nothing but an In-- : ns stated in the circular issued by the
Regents
flamed condition of the mucous sur- National City Bank of New York, unE. A. CAHOON. President.
faces.
dertaking to do it under the very
1. E. RHEA, Vioe President
We will give One Hundred Dollars statue which that circular says was
.). P. WHITE. Treasurer.
thing
fot any case of Deafness (caused by supposed to prohibit the very
JOHN W. PO, Secretary.
catarrh) that cannot be cured by that he has done."
W. A. F1NLAY.
The senate passed the Poindexter
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for clr-- i
For particulars and Illustrated
resolution and the secretary of tho
culars, free.
address,
P. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo. Ohio. tieasury will now explain.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
M
COL. JAS. W. WILLS0N, Sopt.
Just Try a New Mexican Want Ad 5
S
Take Hall's Family Pills tor
if you v aju. aulck return.
iMAnruuinnxuuuuuuutfvruuinMro
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

THE FORUM.

the preatest athlete have dyspepsia and liis
will soon fail. One's stamina
and strength of mind or muscle
the
blood, and the blood in turn,
depend upon
a
requires
healthy stomach, for the stomach is the
laboratory where the food is digested and such elements are taken up or assimilated which make
A few days uko there was
blood.
In consequence all the organs of the body,
the State Museum
published ;t,.iiiiKi,inK
such as heart, lungs, liver and kidneys, as well as
the New Mexican notice of the in- - 'quires, iuat iu nil alterations and inthe nervous system, feel the bad effect if the Btomcorporation of a society to be known , uj,.B 0f uu, 'Uiaee building, it hall
ach is deranged.
las "The Society for the Preservation bo preserved as a "monument to the
of Spanish Autiijuiiirs in New Mex- - Spanish founders of the civilinaiimi
iro" and the object of the society, as (il the southwest," and a visit to
The Medical Adviser by
is as follows:
H. V. rierce, M. D., Bufbuilding now, is all that is necessary
falo, N.Y. answers hosts
"Its object shall be the protection to convince any one how faithfully
)
delicate questions
and preservation of church, buildings, this has been done by the officials of
about which every man.
helps th Btomach to digest food properly, (starts the
landmarks, places and articles of his-- lite museum. The board of regents
liver
now
into
marvr woman, single or
activity, removing the poisons from the
Uric interest connected with (lie in (heir lust report suggest to the leg- innnd
bloud,
the
various
red
rich,
organs pet
blood,
ried ought to know. Sent
of fslature that whenever they see lit to
stead of huitiR illy nourished. The refreshing influence,
occupation
Spanish and .Mexican
fn on receipttoof St
of this extract of native medicinal plants has been ,
New Mexico."
i:'ake an appropriation for il. they will
fuvoraLly known for over 40 years.
stamps
pay for
Everywhere
The fact of the incorporation of such elect a Spanish portal in place of the
some neighbor can tell you of tho good it has done,
wrapping and mailing.
a society indicates that the promot- unsightly one now in front of the Old
Sold by all medicine dealers In liquid or tablet form; ers of it huve been led to the erron- Palace building..
or send BO one-ceto
Invalids'
Dr.
Pierce.
stamps
Hotel, liuttalo, and n trial box will be mailed jou. eous impression that there was a necThe last clause speaks of preserv- essity for such a society. To correct ii;g articles relating to the early his-- ;
this impression it Is deemed advis- ti.ry and evidence of the Spanish
It able to state some facts which shov
c".og and a cat and some chickens.
FIND BODY OF WOMAN
of New Mexico. As to these.
BESIDE FIRELESS STOVE. Ir. believed she became chilled while that the existence of such a ru. poru Ilxtli the Museum and the Historical
does
Saginaw, Mich., Feb. IS. Lying be- preparing to feed the chickens and tion is entirely unnecessary for the Society are full of them now;
side a tireless stove, the body of suffered an attack, of heart failure, reason that the Museum of New Mex-- I jtl.is new corporation propose to abito and lie Historical Society are. now sorb these existing organizations, one:
Mrs. Rachael Chappel, 7G years old, fiom which she did not recover.
accomplishing the very things this so- - of them being a state institution.
vas found on the kitchen floor of her
home on Queens street, just outside
clety is being organized for. Now let V. hat reason fs there for the existence
Mrs. S. S. S Van Buren St., King- use see what the facts are.
o, this new corporation when the purthe city limits today. She was surN. Y. (full name furnished on
The .Museum of New Mexico is a peses for which it is organized are
rounded by ears of corn which she had ston,
such
decided
benefit
had
slate institution, conducted by and being so well taken care of now, and
apparently been about to shell for her application)
from using Foley's Honey and Tar for the state and the
of
ohickenB.
property
should the state be bur-Compound that she shares her good which belongs wholly to the state. li.stly, why
timed with another corporation which
A neighbor,
anxious because she fortune with others.
She writes:
bad not been seen for several days, "Foley's Honey and Tar Compound And, although, only about four years will endeavor to secure appropriations
broke into the home and found the brought my voice back to me during a old. it is one of the most interesting! from Its treasury for doing the very
and well known museureh in America thing the State Museum is now doing? '
ody.
severe case of bronchitis and laryn- bince the death of her husband etiB. Oh how manv neonle T have re. today. Its mural decorations and pre- Especially Is this question pertinent
are
historic
absolutely
when it is remembered that every dol-- i
antiquities
two years ago, Mrs. Chappel had lived commended it to."
For sale by all
unique and exceedingly valuable, but lar appropriated for the Museum is
a!one, her only companions being a druggists.
best of all they are the property o;'; used for the benefit of the state, but
the state and not of a corporation.
money appropriated to any corpora-- ;
The "Palace of the Governors" is tion. would be the property of the cor-- j
the greatest monument to the Spanish poration and nay property purchased

LET

Stronger
Than his
Stomach

GIRLS WHO ARE
PALE, NERVOUS
May Find Help in Mrs.
Letter About
Her Daughter.

Dr. Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery
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A grouch is an earlv mornine
Poor coffee aggravates it
complaint.

MOREYS

The Be$t the Grocer Can Deliver

A

w

Denver, Colo.

INCLUSIVE.

SELLING DATES:

i

From Farrningfon and Aztec, N. M., Feb. lath.
From Durango, Colo., (not including Antonito) Feb.l6th
Alamosa to Antonito, inclusive, Feb. 17th.

diseournpred

&

17th.

From All Points South of Antonito, Feb. I7tli and 18th.

Another Girl.

Scanlon, Minn. "I used to be both-- !
ered with nervous spells, and would crv
if anyone was cross to me. I got aw-- 1
ful weak spells especially in the morn- 5ng, and my appetite was poor. I also
had a tender place in my right side
which pained when I did any hard
work. I took Lydia E. Pinkham's Veg.
table Compound and my symptoms all
changed, and I am certainly feeline
fine. I recommend it to every suffering
woman or girl. You may use this let- ter for the good of others. "Miss ELLA
Olson, 171 5th St., Virginia, Minn.
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takes the ouch out of grouch. It improves the temper of husbands in homes where it is served.
Solitaire coffee is unusually uniformly
rich and mellow.

X

1

For the above occasion the D. & R. G. R. R. will protect rate of ONE FARE for the round trip from
stations Farmington, Aztec, N. ML, Durango,
Colo., Alamosa, Colo,, Espanola, N. M.,
and all directly intermediate stations

Burlington, Iowa.

Case of

MASONIC REUNION

in the Recorders o Ihco Range 8 E N. M. P. Meridian, has
ounty of Santa Ke, in I3ook filed notice of intention to make five
letter (Y), at pages H"7 to ail, on the year proof, to establish claim to the
29th day of April, 1ST!).
land above described, before RegisAll that certain tract or parcel of ter and Receiver, U. S. Land Office,
land, situate, lying and being in Pre- at Santa Fe, N. M on Feb. 13, 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Younff Girls, Heed This Advice. cinct No. 1, in the County of Santa
Jose Barela, Enrique Barela, Abe-New
of
Fe
and
State
and Mexican civilization to be found with sii'h money would he the prop-- !
Mexico,
situate,
Girls who are troubled with painful or
11110 Valencia
all or Kennedy, N. iu
in
the
in America.
and
Third
When the board of erty of the corporation and not of the
(3rd)
being
irregular periods, backache, headache, lying
of the City of Santa Fe, N. M alul Iedo Ortiz y Pino, of Callsteo,
Ward
regents of the State .Museum were, by; state.
dragging-dow- n
sensations, fainting
L
IiiiililinnK there- law, given control of this historic
Many other reasons might be art-- spells or indigestion, should immediately ssilil Int. with nil the
MANUEL R. OTERO,
East to
building, as the property of the state, vmu.ed showing the uselessness
of seek restoration to health by taking Ly- on erected measures from
Register.
it was found to be in an advanced; this corporation but it seems to us dia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, Vi'est, on the North side fronting on
Water street, One Hundred and Thirstate of dilapidation, and the entire that sufficient has been suggested to
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
teen (113) font, and from East to
"
building was in very bad condition. establish the proposition advanced by
Department of the Interior. Tf. S.
In attempting to restore and preserve us in the beginning, namely that suchihice curtains. They were torn down by West on the South side, One Hundred
them some of the walls fell of their a corporation is entirely unnecessary. the firemen with comparatively small and Thirteen (113) feet, nnd from Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., January 25, 1913.
own weight, having to be entirely re- 'less, but Mrs. liatdioff's hands were North to South, on the East side SevNotice is hereby glen that Nicolas
built according to their original di- (77) feet and on the west
burned.
badly
CiOClUfKOUC
mensions. When the east end of the V IKHWUKI0 UU
side, fronting on Bridge or Calisteo Gonzales, of Galisteo, N. M., wh, on
street, Fifty-on(Si) feet, and Is January 6, 1908, mads Homestead
BL0WS FORTUNE IN FOUR
building was being repaired and re-- !
(N
No. 127G3, for S
SW
Sec.
stored during the past year, it was
YEARS; LOCKED IN JAIL bounded on the East, by the property "5358,
Section 29, Town- NW
cf Cruz Porata and Dorotea M. de 20, N
found that there was not a single old
Pottsville, Pa.. Feb. IS. While Hob-(;i..ul(1 Kapids, Mich., February IS. ' Mottley, on tiie West,
by Bridg? ship 10 N.p Range 13 E N. M. P.
viga left in the entire east end
ai
,
ui a
Allien riniey, oi I reumin,
,.t Lilt: i,..,'i.ii.,.
called Galisteo Meridian, has filed notice of intentioa
uu viui. ml
four vears aco a! street, sometimes
wiic null ml
ueni
Bradley.
Harry
nf thorn lliifi li.Ji.n roumvoH mill mnrl. I1CUlr1 S'10" his family which .lives! young man with $lo,ouu, which he i street, on the North, by Wator street, to make five year proof, to establish
the main l
called Rio C'hiquito street, ovum to the land above described, be- em sawed lumber not more than just over his store on was
start erited from a rich uncle who died formerly
of the town,
thoroughfare
thirty years old had been substitut ltd by a series of explosions of a large in California, is today penniless and and on the South, by property of fore II, C. Kinsell, U. S. Comr., at
a prisoner at his own request in the Dorothea M. de Mottley,
ed. In repairing that end of the buildbeing the Stanley, N. M., on March 6, 1913.
flow they be-- j
of fireworks,
names
as witnesses:
to saidj Claimant
same
Kent
U'g, and in order that it might be quantity
conveyed
premises,
county
jail.
is not known, but sev-- i
tame
made true to tho architecture of 1005, frnl ignited dollars' worth of flkv-- !
too
by Manual Valdes and Faustin Tapfa, Benito Romero, Iimbel
were
Sudden
much
for
riches
Felipe
Delgado
hniulrpfl
the board of regents procured, at
He lived like a prince, wife, by deed, dated October 15, 1891. Tapia and Hilario Baca, all of Galls- rockets, Roman candles and other Bradley.
N. M.
All that certain tract or parcel of
flowed through his fingers like
large expense, and replaced the mod pyrotechnics
Money
sizzled
and
sputtered
MANUEL R. OTERO,
the
in
and
ern lumber with old vigas In
land,
his
being
situate,
vater.
lying
squandered,
Today,
legacy
every,and set fire to the building. The fire
in
Register,
of
the
Santa
Fe,
ofi
enu
me
County
netore
City
stoou
in
oi
i'oiice
iiiai
,i.uiii
.inuge iiess
uuiming, uius ti(,Dartment worked for some time
and pleaded that he be sent to jail for Santa Fe and State of New Mexico, '
preserving the evidence of the Span-;,,- .
the fire under control.
ish and Mexican architecture at. the
Almost Hlmiiltnnpniislv there was a:3(; days to partially recuperate his with a house of eleven rooms and a
corral built thereon, situated in the,
time when it was erected by them fire at the home of Mrs. George Bat-- ! health.
He was picked up by detectives be City of Santa Fe, County of Santa Fe,
three hundred and seven years ago. rroff, also on the main street of
now the entire inside of the Pal-- ! mont, which had its origin in just as CMise he was without food or shelter f tate of New Mexico. Bounded and
described as
follows:
ace is substantially placed in its
Measuring;
a manner. Attracted to the The judge granted his request.
from east to west on the south side,
inal condition and is a splendid monu-- j front window by the passing of a
t
to the early Spanish and
feet, and on the north,
ambulance while she had a light-caHEALTH WARNING.
candle in her hand, she ignited the
civilization.
Chilled and wet feet result in con- side seventy feet; and from north to,
Indeed, the law
south on the east side one hundred
gesting the internal organs, and
of the kidneys and bladder, and twenty-fou- r
feet, and on the west
R. R.
in side one hundred and fourteen feet,
and
with
rheumatic
pain
twinges
BEST
OE LA BARRA. THE WORLD'S
back, generally follow. Use Foley and is bounded on the east by Bridge!
LITTLE "EMERGENCY
TIME TABLE
They are the best street, on the west by property ofi
Kidney Pills.
t.iedlcine made for all disorders of the Miguel Silva, on the north by Water
kidneys, for bladder irregulaties, and street, and on the south by property
uary 1st, 1913.
V. HO HE IS AND WHAT HE'S LIKE.
for backache and rheumatism. They of said Miguel Silva.
Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to condo not contain habit forming drugs.
All that certain tract or parcel of
nect with No. 3 westbound and
Tonic in action, quick in results. For ltiid in the Second Ward of the City
No. 10 eastbound.
sale by all druggists.
of Santa Fe, County of Santa Fe,
State of New Mexico, described as fol-- ; Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
SUMMONS.
m.
lows: Beginning at the N. W. cor-- j
State of New Mexico, County o'. ner of said premises, thence. South
No. 3 carries passengers to AlbuSanta Fe, in the District Court for and 230 feet, thence easterly 92 feet to a
querque, locally, and to Pacific
in the First Judicial District.
Btuke In the Arroyo acequia; thence
Coast points.
l.iea
and
Towne
Bessie Beatty
215 feet to a stake in the,
northerly
Leave
Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to conJackson Beatty, by her next fiend, acequia: Bounded on the North by'
nect with No. 1 westbound, and
Francis C. Wilson, Plaintiffs,
on
Manhattan avenue,
the West by
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
vs.
Ihe property of W. G, Simmons, on
"Cut-off- "
with
Albuquerque
Sinclair Beatty, Defendant.
the South by an acequia, on the East
train for Clovis and Pecos ValSummons.
y the property of Jesus Ma. San-- !
ley points.
The State of New Mexico to Sinclair (lova
Beatty, Defendant, Greeting:
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:5 p.
An undivided
interest in
m.
You are hereby commanded to be
situate
p,acer
claimSi
,he j,osa
wjnlng
and appear before the First Jdt.icial jn ,,,, Rlt0 MmJng diBtricti In Rlo Ar.
Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. t conDistrict Court of the State of New rjba colmty( New Mexico said claim
nect with No. 7 westbound carMexico, sitting within and for the;if Hituate(, about three and a nalf
rying El Paso sleeper, also No.
4 eastbound.
County of Santa Fe, that being the ml,(!B North Eagtery from tne Town
here-!OI
County in which the complaint
E, plito,lpon tne Arroyo Seco; Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.
in is filed, within 20 days after the
d ,
fullv deBcribed in Book
m.
(service of this summons to answer tojNn - llnnn
,,, nf thB mnln
Leave
Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to conTow
Bessie
le
of
the complaint
Beatty
eC0lds in Rio Arrlba County to
nect with No. 8 eastbound, and
y hich reference Is hereby made
No. 9 westbound.
friend, Francis C. Wilson, in an acYou are hereby notified
that untion to partition the following describ- less you appear and answer, as above
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:30
ed real estate:
a. m,
lequired, the said Plaintiff will take
or
All the following described lot
judgment against you for the relief
Call
for
parcel of land, situate, lying and eing demanded in the complaint, including
in the Town of Santa Fe, in the Counthe partition of the said real property:
ty of Santa Fe and State of New Mex- hereinbefore described together witfi,
ico,
Ell costs of suit.
Commencing at the S. W. corner,
Witness the Honorable Edmond C.
and running East Eighty (SO) feet to Abbotti
Jlldge o the First Judicial
tne s. ts. corner; inence two nuu- - District Court, State of New Mexico,
dred (200) feet North; thence Eighty w ithjn and for ,he
Co,nty of San(a
(80) feet West; thence Two Hundred Fe and tbp sea, of said Dis(rict Court'
(200) feet South, to place of begin-- thg ,,, dav of janml,.y A. D. 1913.
SENOR AND M ME. FRANCISCO LEON DE LA BARRA.
Is Our Specialty, and We
ning. The above described plot ol
A ORTIZ,
Will Fix Up Your Furniture
riurkSenor Don De La Barra is the pro- - pal agents is a prominent attorney land is bounded on the West by a lot
so that You Need Not HesBy EDW. L. SAFFORD, Deputy.
!"
fessional president of our troubled and there who makes a regular business of the
on
...- "Arroyo de las
The names of Plaintiffs AttornevR
... rwroi Ampr.
.i
to Ship It Anywhere.
itate
irouoiesume nine ueiguuur repuunc ,jjiuiuunnfi
i.u,u..w..o in
Oov-arand particularly in Last by land owned by the IT, S.
wison
Bown)an & Duniavy, and RATES REASONABLE.
south of the Rio Grande. He is al- ican countries
ernment. and on the South by a pub-,eir addres8 is LaUf,Illin BiocU Santa
Mexico.
ways ready to take a hand at
RERAIR WORK OF ALL KINDS
lie street, the old name of which was
' ' .cn. jfoxico
one
whenever
He was hired to help Madero. When Las Patois, and is situate in the'
revolutionary
chief overturns another. His main old Diaz was banished from Mexico De
Neatly and Cheaply Done.
Northern portion of the town of Santa
Wnon nurton Hoimfi8 recently gave
uBiness is detaining the confidence of La Barra was made provisional presi-.
.
.
.
t
foot Vnrth ff tliP '
' a Vrtrt v.t wr.
both sides in any scrap that happens dent pending an election to give the
a - Orchestra HaU. Chicago,
. .
.
...
to take place and also not "alienat- popular sanction to Madero's becoming
, nr
of
SANTA FE. N. M.
iiiici i tiiicu vy cuuunuai Telephoned W.
.ofnuunij
ing" the powers that be In Wall street, ruler. When that job was finished De
Ward
SUUate' ,y'ng and b6inK
No one
coughing of the audience.
l
ST.
V
lived
S. A., where millions of American La Barra
N' ' f the Ci,y of Santa F
pending
"""oys willmgly and if the people with
di liars invested iu Mexican railroads, quietly in
Xo- 1T- - former,y Precinct No'!
,
hoarseness
and tickling
coughs, colds,
lands, and mines are carefully nour- call on his service
, of tne county ot &anta re, state otiin tnvoat woul(1 use
Foley's Honey and
ished.
New Mexico, said land measuring lTar Compound, they could quickly
Senor Don began his job in WashDe La Barra is a man of suavity and from East to West Nine (9) feet, and cre their coughs and colds and avoid
against ability and his manner is convincing. from North to South, One Hundred this annoyance.
ington when the revolution
For sale by all drug-enf
Porfirio Diaz was started. He dis- He has the confidence of large busiTwelve and
(112
For Repairing of All Kinds
played the remarkable ability to stick ness interests in his own country and ft et, and is bounded on the East bv
In Metal and Wood
on the Diaz payroll and to remain in this. He is 50 and was a member of property of S. S. Beatty, on' the Westi
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,
the confidence of certain American off- the Mexican congress and represent- ty property of the County of Santa
GINS, BICYCLE,
in South American Ke, known as the old Jail Building, or
icials and the revolutionary junta who ed his country
Department of the Interior,
to
remove
Diaz. states, and in the Netherlands before the South, by the property of saidju. S. Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.
were acting together
LOCK, KEY and
Now he enjoys the confidence both of coming to Washington as ambassa- Miguel Silva, and on the North, by!
10, 1913.
Felix Diaz and Madero, leaders of the dor in 1908.
Water street, formerly known as the
Notice Is hereby given that Mar-Ri-o
UPHOLSTERING SPECIALTIES
contending factions.
Chiquito street, being a portion of cos Gonzales, of Kennedy, N. M
He is the leading international law
The conspiracy which resulted In expert in Mexico and his wife has the lands conveyed to said Miguel who, on March 7, 1907, made Home128 Galisteo St. Phone 10! J
Madero's succession had Its headquar- the grandest collection of gowns and Silva, by John H. Mink and wife by stead Entry 04005, No. 10836, for NE
cieed dated October 30th, 1876,
and
ters in Washington. One of lta princi- - jewels down there.
Section 13, Township 13 N.,
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but heard of I.vdia E. Pinkham's Vein
table Compound through friends and
now I praise it because it has cured my
daughter. " Mrs. F. M. LLSTON, It, D.

No.
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Burlington, Iowa. "Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound has cured
my daughter of
weakness. She was
troubled almost a
year with it and
complained of backache, so t h a t I
thought she would
be an invalid. She
was entirely run
down, pale, nervous
and without appetite.
I wa s very
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To ur At Home.
How often you go through stores and in answer to the
tentive clerk's query, you reply, "Just looking."

d

sixty-eigh-

y

es-je- d

at-

ever stop to think that "just looking" takes a lot of
your valuable time, and becomes very wearisome?
Why not do your looking at home, during the odd moments
that are not reserved foi anything in particular.
Look at the advertisements in THE NEW MEXICAN. They
will tell you where you can get the daintiest wash fabrics, the
colors that are the mos fashionable, and the designs that are
favored by the best dressers.
Did you

Every one of the merchants who advertise in THE NEW
MEXICAN has something which will interest you. Read all the
advertisements in THE NEW MEXICAN closely and constantly
every night and save all your time downtown for buying.
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Landmarks of
Typewriter
Progress

Such are all the recent developments

of the

J

eminjrton
(Visible Models 10 and 11)

"Central"

Train

Reports.

Furniture
Crating

(gj.y)

...

-

'""'Z " Z

.,..i.,i.
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Among these developments arc:

Built-i- n
Decimal Tabulator which makes the decimal tabulat- echamsm an integral part of the typewriter.
The Tabulator Set Key which eliminates all hand setting of die
stops.
Column Selector which determines, by the stroke of a single
exact point on each l.ns where the writing is to begin.
f Adding and Subtracting Remington (Wahl Mechanism ) which
V in one
typewriter, ana In one operation, the functions ot tne
writ nachine and
the adding machine.
Every one of these new developments is an evidence of the perpetual leadership of the Remington
Illustrated booklet
Typewriter.
descriptive of all recent Remingto.i
improvements, sent on request
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I

ft. ft
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-
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Remington
Company
Typewriter
lincorporatea;
1645 Champa Street,

presi-dentin-
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"FixitShop"
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DENVER, COLO.
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TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 1913.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

spom

news

concentrated near the National
in
Palace, which has been placed
charge of General Blanquet's command, according to a slate department
report, today.
STEAL MACHINE GUN.
El Paso, Texas, Feb. IS. A machine
gun of the thirteenth cavalry platoon
at Hachita, K. M., disappeared Sunday night, according to reliable reports received here today. It is
that Mexican rebels sneaked
ever the border and stole the piece.
The story is denied by Major Clark,
tlstrict adjutant at Fort Bliss, who
declares no report of the matter has
been made. However, the disappearance of the gun is fully verified in
spite of apparent attempts to keep it
(,uiet, und United States troops since
Monday morning when the piece was
missing, have been searching the border for trace of the missing artillery
Hachita is .nearly twenty miles from
the
point on the border and
l'ow the gun was stolen is unexplainund

WHAT A WHIRLWIND STANLEY KETCHELL WAS" BILLY PAPKE'S TRIBUTE TO HIM AT THE
FIGHTER' STORY CLUB" SHOWS ADMIRATION OF ONE GREAT BATTLER FOR
ANOTHER-THE- IR
HARDEST SCRAP.
ell packed a terrific wallop in both
hands and I knew I could stop any
nian if I could get a punch to the
right place.
While watching for the big chance,
1
must have grown careless In the
tenth, for Ketcliell hung a haymaker
cn my jaw and I almost went out, but
managed to stall until the bell.
In tho intermission
my
sonds
worked hard to bring me out in good
shape, but 1 was groggy and staggerKetchell saw
ing in the eleventh.
the shape I was in and leaped across
the ring like a tiger, with his terri-bit- shift. Four wicked rights crashed against my head and that's all I
They told me afterward
that he followed the rights with a left
he could beat the best of them.

he won back the championship which
huil won by knocking him out September 7, that year. Also lie repealed
' Jack
Dempsey's performance of
back the middleweight title after
having been knocked out by George
l.u Blanche.
I'll never forget that turkey day.
1 lie crowd made me favorite because
I was
had knocked out Stanley.
perfectly trained and had made up
my mind to win as quickly as pos-- i
tiible. Ketcliell was never In better
shape and when we posed for the
photographer there was $30,000 in the
house.
From the start
the fight was
saw Ketcliell was out to
vxious.
win in a hurry. There was rough
work in every round but not a foul,
'away with short arm punches. Ketch- i

I

'

win-liin- g

1

j

1

j
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The occurrence is only

of

Schlitz
Lemps
BEER
California Wines
Old Taylor Whiskey

PHONE 239. W.
55'San Francisco Street.

NO SENATOR CHOSEN
IN ILLINOIS.
Springfield, 111., Feb. 18. The fourth

Pope Motor Cycle

for the

The short terms resulted
choice.

Rebels evaded the border patrol
near Columbus, X. M this week, and
imported 1800 suits of khaki uniforms
and an equal number of pairs of shoes
for the use of Salazar's rebel army.
A previous
consignment of clothing
and shoes had been held up by United
Ptates troops.
Some days ago General Inez
Hie rebel commander in chief,
hasted that some of his men would
steal a machine
gun from United

ERo PES"

and $250
With Imported Magneto.

PRICES, $165, $200, $215

no Motor Cycle without a doubt wMb
nt tbe factory.

in

FOR WOMEN.
Washington, 15. C, Feb. 18. Eight
hours is prescribed as the maximum
time for a day's work, for women in
the District of Columbia in a bill in a
senate committee today agreed to report favorably.

PASH

BROTHERS, AGTS.,
3ST-

It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal forme
when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican Printing com
party.

on page Ave).

MORE TESTIMONY
IN SNEED CASE

the testimony

ONE NIUHT ONLY

Thursday,
February
SPECIAL TO WOMEN

the Do
you realize the fact that thousands of
negro who was employed on the train
women are now using
thai carried Boyce, eloping with Mrs.
Sneed, from Fort Worth, in Xovem-Iber- .
of

of

JsL.

-

ELK'S THEATRE

Subscribe for the Santa Fe New
that boosts all
Vernon, Texas, Feb. IS. A negro Mexican, the paper
time and works for the upbuildthe
was
into
porter's testimony
brought
the trial of John Beal Sneed for the ing of our new State.
a:)eged murder of Al G. Boyle, Jr.,
today. The defense introduced a

tiuimript

trouble-lef-

EIGHT HOUR DAY

SaVa-zii-

u

-

f4-t-

m

Aj

GILS0N & BRADFIELD
OFFER THE GREAT HOYT

SUCCESS.

1911, to Canada.

his hardest battle.

(By Billy Tapke.)
My hardest battle was with Stanley
Ketchell, the dashing middleweight
warrior, who carried his title of champion to the grave. Every time I enter-ethe ring with him trouble trailed
me.
I tackled the Michigan wonder four
times when he was in his prime.
slam
Every battle was a
with
bang,
the honors coming my way but once.
over
Twice Ketchell got decisions
me and once he knocked me out. I

Capital Bar

ASKED FOR
GIGANTIC BAG CO.
Trenton. N. J Feb. 18 Chancellor
Walker in the court of chancerry today fixed March 8 for a hearing of a
petition for the appointment of a receiver for the Union Bag and Paper
company, a New Jersey corporation
with $27,000,000 of authorized capital
Htnrk. eneaeed in the business of the
manufacture and sale of paper bags,
paper and pulp and wood, with
branches in various sections of this
country and Canada.
RECEIVER

paralleled

EMIL MIGNARDOT

THE

of the legislature
by an incident at El Paso during the joint ballot
JUadero revolution when rebels kid- long term senatorship today resulted
L. Y. Sherman, Rep.,
napped .in did cannon from the cen- in no choice.
ter of the town, returning the piece 76 votes; B. H. Lewis, Dem., 87, and
F. H. Funk, Prog., 19.
at the
of hostilities.

(By Harold F. Johnson)
'The Fighters' Story club" meets in
my room when we haven't a fight to
light or a fight to write and we smoke,
and smoke, and smoke!
"It's your turn, Billy Papke!" 1
shouted through the thickening haze.
Whereupon Bill turned up and told

us the tale

The Anliqeptic powder shnlt en into
the sunes-T- he
Standard Rem-cd- v
lur the trt'l for a titiarter
Sold
.10.000 testimonial.
ccnturv.
jJ'.yi
,
,
2 V. Sample Mini'..
AildrrM. Allen S. Olmsted. I.e I'ov. N V.
The Mun who put the EEs In FEE

ed.

(Continued

Stanley
ETC HELL-

WILLIAM FARAII

FOOTEASE

t

So HAR.D THAT

we Both fe

ALLEN'S

'

Testimony of nine defense wit- peases were given as tending to show
that Al G. Boyce was in Fort Worth
A Soluble Antiseptic Powder
and Dallas last summer while Mrs.
mucous membrane afPneed was in Dallas, and was plan as a remedy for
such as sore throat, nasal or
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diplomatic corps in the Mexican cap-- j made by J. R. Howell, ' Vif Colorado
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factory as to justify officials, in their; jr., and Mr. Brown of Rawlins, Wyo.
opinion, for the strictly neutral atti-- ' The annual report of President I. E.
tude observed by me united states, Jones, of Denver, and reports of offi
It was noted that yesterday the fe- cers occupied most
of today's
deral batteries that threatened to draw
the fire of the rebels upon the legation
quarter were promptly removed by HOUSE LEADERS ARE
General Huerta upon the request of
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tiie American ambassador who also
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pending aid to Americans and other their plans for handling the large
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unqualified approval of the European order
J
riiirlniy iha lust wppk. Sec at 10:30 a.
m., and gave notice he
retary Knox has talked with several would ask for late sessions
every day
cf the ambassadors. In no instance
has there been a disposition to criti- beginning tomorrow.
cise the administration for not interHOLLIS, DEMOCRAT, IS
vening.
EIGHT VOTE8 SHORT
TRANSPORTS SAILED.
Concord, N. M., Feb. IS. The al- Xewport News, Va., Feb. IS. The
Vjnited States army transports Meade in ost complete disappearance of the
and McCleilan sailed early today, the name of former Governor Robert F.
Progressive, from the balloting.
Meade for Philadelphia and the
Clellan for Galveston. The Kilpatrickj was the only feature of the vote for
mid Sumner are still here. They have I'nited States senator in the legisla
was
sailing orders for southern ports and ture today. Hollis, Democrat,
will probably get away today.
eight votes short of election, with a
total of 193. Pearson, Republican,
18.
Mexico City, Mex., Feb.
9 and 10 o'clock the rebel ar-- j received 101. Four other candidates
thirty-seveBass
ballots.
tillery came into action only casual-- ; divided
..
ly. Neither side had yet made any had only two votes.
,.
use of mortar fire as had been
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threatened.
About 10 o'clock the firing became
otter and the big guns of the rebels
at the arsenal were brought into play
When Jimmy Doolan was eighteen lip into a president or a minister, but lar stabs at the yarn ball.
"Look at his hands!
Xotice hisifn the National palace with a fierce
Hardy, who played ball with the
jnonths old he began to show signs of
and who lived all winter onir.rm!
That's a Ditching arm. or ll&re. The palace itself was threatened
future greatness in the wide field of Giants,
tbe next farm up the pike, mapped !riiss my guess.
jvith attack by bodies of rebels who
roe nauomu gaiue. it was jimmy B ,.ut a career on tne diamond for
"Let me tell you something if Con had made a sortie.
r.ie Mack sees that kid he'Jl sign him
great Joy to sit at his mother's feet Mm.
GATHER AT PALACE.
s
to a contract before you can say Jack
r.nd make thrilling catches of the ball
'"yhy, that kid has all the
Washington, D. C., Feb. 18. Mexie Robinson."
c f yarn as it rolled from her lap.
of a future great," Bill said, after
can federal troops were last night
mother wanted Jimmy to grow it, g Jimmy make one of bis spectacu- withdrawn from all exposed
(To be continued).
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on the officials at the capitol. j
Mrs. Frank Staplin, wife of the chief
crk of the house and tlmli- son, or-l.;n, left today for Taos, called there
l.y the illness of her sister, Mrs. A. M.l
c;i!1in

FIRST SHOWING OF THE
NEW SPRING LINE OK

(Owing to the great Interest manl
fested iti the Personal Column, the
New Mexican requests its readers to
send in by mail (a postcard will do)
ior by telephone (call "31 J") items for
this column. By doing so the readers will confer a favor on the New
Com-- i
Mexican and on their friends.
munications sent hy mail should bear
the signature of the writer).

toy,

lieputy V. S. Marshal .lohn Collier
left today for San Juan county to take
in chaise for the government, the dis-u hlr.h is Involved in leunl
mi,.,.,,
hofnrn the federal court here,
V. Pnchard leaves toCol. George
mines
Cny for the Lincoln county
where he exnects to spend a week.
These are gold mines in the White
mlnng d!8lrlct and considerable
I,!,.,.,,!,,,,,,,,,,,! la unhtir nil t lilt lilf'JlHtV
liaviiig
(hjs ime gome goo(1 su-iIf en made in the North lloinestake
in
miiiiiiK.
leadinc to a new impetus
r
i v,,tnn former member nf tlie
legislative senate and a prosperous
rancher of Luna county, is in the city
today.
Jesus Romero, sheriff of liernalillo
county, is in the city today on business.
Pitt Ross, surveyor of liernalillo
county and well known engineer, is
in the city on business.
-
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Hammered Brass Electric Reading
Lamps; Hammered Copper Reading
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Blotters;
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Holders:
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Bar Pins; Hat Pins; Candle Sticks.
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tamoras from the interior. The Mata"
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cause yesterday.
home tomorrow.
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will
not be
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city's force in preparation for defense,
nl home tomorrow.
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for
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some unknown reason.
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for
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MAKE
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U. S. PREPARING FOR WAR.
Judge H. h. Waldo, attorney for the
Washington, 1). ('.. Feb. .18. FurSanta Fe, is at the Palace.
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we
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Every Home Needs
This Fine Remedy
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Reliable Laxative-Toni-c
is,
Somethino, No Family Should
Be Without.
home should be'
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witkout a laxative for there la scarce-day In a family of several per-- j
KMa that someone doesn't complain of;
a headache, of sleeplessness, or show
i
tse first signs of a cold.
laxative then becomeB a necessity
or what was a trifling congestion at
the beginning may run Into a serious
cold or fever. No harsh remedy is
needed, but simply a mild laxative- t( nlc that will make the liver active
fnd Btir up the bowels. People who!
have tried a great many things, audi
tie themselves heads of families who
MRS. J. W. ANDERSON
have seen the little ills run to big
nothones, will tell you that there is
grown people, taking a little larger
ing better than Dr. Caldwell's Syrup amount, find it equally effective. It is
and
l'epsln, which you can obtain at any mild and gentle, pleasant-tastindiug store for fifty cents or one dol- fiee from griping.
lar a bottle, the latter being the fam-i'It does not hide behind a high
size.
sounding name and is absolutely free
Among the great believers in Syrup fiom any prohibited ingredient. FamIn old or ilies who once use Syrup Pepsin for1'epsin for constipation
young, and as a general household ever after avoid cathartics, salts, pills
emergency remedy, is Mrs. J. V. An- and other hard medicines, for these
who only do temporary good, are nauseous
derson, Osawatomie,
Kans.,
writes after using one sample bottle ar.d a shock to any delicate system.
pud two dollar bottles of Dr. Cald- Such things should never be given to
"On the plea children.
well's Syrup Pepsin:
of the duty that every one owes to felIf no member of your family has
low sufferers, I appeal to all such ever used Syrup
and you
Pepsin
who are bowed in spirit, broken In would like to make a personal trial
lealth and discouraged with life, not of it before buying it in the regular
tc give up until they have given Dr. vay of a druggist, send your address
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin a fair trial."
a postal will do to Dr. W. B. Cald comSyrup Pepsin is scientifically
well, 417 Washington St., Montlcello,
pounded and its purity is vouched for. P.i., and a free sample bottle will be if Cross. Irritable. Feverish, Tongue
Mothers give it to tiny babies, and nailed you.
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Any form of traction work solicited.
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Groceries, Meats, Fruits, Vegetables,
Bakery Goods.
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Contest and shows
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LIST BELOW

Tubercito Gonzales..
Margaret

Miller

May Closson

....

17,270
16,429
14,420
13,655
12,385
11,900
11,500
11,930
9,500
9,235
9,512

PICK OUT ONE OF THE CANDIDATES
AND HELP THEM IN THIS CONTEST. It will
:

. . .

Mrs. Fred Hogle
Edna Lutz
Polly Borrego
Mrs. John Conway ..
Ruth Nix
Mrs. Fred Alarid
Mrs. E. N. Peden ...
Laura B. Montoya...
Mrs. Wm. Parsons..

6,950
4,330
3,735
3,525
3,250
2,680
2,275
2,220
2,000
2.000
1,675

Mrs. Gus Koch
Mrs. T. A. McCarthy
Mrs. W. B. Prince..
Mrs. Julius Muralter
Lucy Ortiz
Mrs. J. M. Shimer. .
Louise Deitzel
Etta N. Moore
Lola Michaelson
Mrs. Victor Casados.
Mrs. C. L. Bowlds . . .

.

1,625 Mrs. G. W. Armijo. .
1,495 Ruth Mendenhall ...
1,450 Jean Law
1,320 Mrs. Robt. L. Cooper
1,295 Edith Hampel
1,250 Katherine Brown ...
1,225 Helen Knapp
1,215 Anna Deitzel
1,210 Mrs. F. C. Blake
1,200 Mamie Lambertson.
1,195

1,165
1,120
1,115
1,110
1,095
1,085
1,045
1,040
1,040
1,035

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
year's subscription is good for 6,000 votes and to each of the weeklies 1,000 votes. Have you ever thought of the possibilities of soliciting subscriptions or getting your friends to pay up their subscriptions? One of the easiest ways to get away up in the race. Old
subscriptions count double.
COUNT FAST,

MelCharles M. Slauffer,
vn T. Dunlavy, Hapi; Marvin G. Yates
Amset; James A. Rolls, Horus; Robert J. Crichton, Thotli.
In the "Hall of Equity" James A.
Rolls is venerable president.
The other characters are: John W.
Mayes, First Councillor; Edmund C.
Abbott, Second Councillor;
Emmett
.1
DeArcy, Provost Marshal; Robert
O.
Man-iBoyle, Zarathustra;
Yates, Manu; Edward R. Paul, Con
fucius; Harry S. Bowman. Moses:
Wesley O. Connor. N'uma: Charles M.
Slauffer, Alfred.
THE 32nd riEGREE.
In the final degree known as "Mas-jtf- r
of the Royal Secret," Charles A.
Wheelon is "Master of Kadosh." The
oilier officers are: John S. R. Ham- mitt, Prior; Richard H.. Hanna. Pre- ceptor; Wesley O. Connor, Marshal
of Ceremonies; John W. Mayes, Minister of State; George D. D. Klrkpat-rick- ,
Master of the Guards.
Guards of the camp:
Edward R.
PanI, Commander; Emund C. Abbott,
Melvin T. Dunlavy, Harry S. Bowman,
James W. Chaves, Alan R. McCord,
Fobert J. Crichton, Charles M. Stauf- jf"r. Jay B. Sloan, Ira L. Grimshaw,
Robert V. Boyle, Thomas J. Sanford.
Earl C. Iden, Hiram B. Cartwright,
Emmett DeArcy.
Vedlc and Zend Worshipers: Na
than Jaffa, Chief Worshiper; Alpheus
. Keen, Samuel G.
Cartwright, An
-

j

AND

Remember the Contest Stores are the following

Mrs. C. F. Kanen
Mrs. Porterfield

d

There are a great many citizens of Santa Fe that are
not interested as yet in the contest for any candidate.
They pay their subscriptions, buy their groceries, shoes
and hardware without even asking for the ballots they
are entitled to and make no effort to trade with the particular stores that are interested in this great contest. It
means candidates that you must make a personal effort
to reach this imense field that may help you to win one
of the pianos.
,

THE STANDING OE THE CANDIDATES IS AS FOLLOWS:
Mary Quintana
Clara Gibson
Miss Petita Oelgado.
Mrs. Wm. Sargent...
Nellie Nusbaum
Romuldo Gomez
Lucita Sena
Ramona Baca

A

YOU CANNOT HAVE A PIANO WITHOUT SOME WORK
but it it honorable and the experience is worth all the effort that you may put
A

-

in.

A4

i

1

700

THE MODERN GROCERY CO., JOHN PFLUEGER,
THE SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPLY CO.,
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO. (Subscriptions)
It is the snap and pragressiveness of these merchants that made this contest possible. Show your appreciation by taking interest in the contest and patronizing them.
128.865
Lulu Krick
Mrs. Paul Ooran
101,571
Nellie Gann
37,245
Mrs. Clay Paterson. 32,555
30.375
Frances Leeson
Carmen Abreu
26,500
25.020
Bell Anaya
Mrs. Thos. Ooran
23,875
Ida Clothier
23,495
Mrs. Chas. Parsons.. 20,250
Mrs. E. R. Wheeler
18,040

Cart-wrigh- t,

Tua-Mute-

y if

cast you nothing to help some friend.

t

FOR AS THERE WERE AT THIS COUNT OVER
VOTES THROWN OUT ON THAT ACCOUNT.

n0
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THE NAME OF THE CANDIDATE YOU WISH TO VOTE
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SAVED CONVICT

Register; Hiram B.
Treasurer; Alan R. McCord,
A
bank
rrimate; Wesley O. Connor, Master Des Moines, la., Feb. 18
ci Ceremonies; Charles A. Wheelon, hook showing deposits amounting to
Expert; Edward R. Paul, Assistant $100 saved Archie Brown a paroled
Fxpert; Samuel G. Cartwright. Cap- convict, with a five year sentence
tain of the Guards; George A. Riddle, hanging over him from being returned
to the penitentiary today. He was
Sentinel.
In the thirty-firs- t
degree, "Inspector brought before the district court of
inquistor'' Harry S. Bowman takes the charge of having violated his
t'e part of Husirls. The other char-- parole. He claimed he had been
are: John V. Mayes. Atum; dustrlously at work and saving
C. Abbott, Ma; Charles A. jey and Judge McHenry decided
he
Wheelon. Isls; Edward R. Paul, Neph- - Uvas entitled to further liberty,
thys; Wesley O. Connor, Kebhsenuf;

that each candidate that is taking her candidacy seriously
is out working for these great prizes, prizes that are
worth working for, prizes that will stay in Santa Fe all
given In a contest that is guaranteed to be fairly and honestly carried out.
BE VERY CAREFUL

1

SAUINC" HABIT

Continued from page one).
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HINT IN MIND,
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i MEN'S SHOES

Washington, D. C, Feb. 18. E. S.
Horm and S. H. Snyder, convicted at
Kansas City. Mo., in 1909, of conspiracy to use the malls to defraud, have
appealed to the president for pardon.
Horm Is in Canada, said to be a fugitive from justice, and has promised
to return because the department of
justice refuses to consider the appli- cation until he comes within the jurisdiction of the United States. Snyder Is in Arizona. Sentences of one
year and a day in each have not yet
been enforced.
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"PROHIBS"

ARE AT
WORK

IN

The Man Who Stands
In Our Shoes Willi

Stand Right Socially
He

perfect
shoes.

will wear good looking,
comfortable
fitting,

J
s

Shoes of individuality
with brains built right Into them
by the most skillful shoe mak- ers in the country.

tOW A.

The smart high toes, the me- - S
dium toes and the new reced- ing toes with low, flat heels all
are here.

Des Moines, la., Feb. 18 What is
said to be the first step of the anti- saloon forces to make the state of
Iowa "dry" was taken today, when
Representative Dawson introduced in
the lower house of the state legisla
ture, a joint resolution asking for the
prohibition of the manufacture or
sale 6t liquor In Iowa.
NO ELECTION

I

and Publicly.

Button

or

Bluchers

In

all

leathers.

! SPECIAL VALUES!

IN

WEST VIRGINIA

Charleston. W. Va., Feb. 18. The
est Virginia legislature, in joint ses
sion today, failed to elect a United
States senator on its eleventh ballot
W

! $3.00, $3.50
$4.00, $4.50

j

MRS. SALMON, ONLY WOMAN
LAWYER IN SYRIA, DIES

$5.00, $5,501

it is said, who followed the legal proAll of her property now
fession.
goes to her son, Nathan Salmon, of

Our shoe prices may sound a
very familiar but you'll travel a
long way if you try to match
our values elsewhere at our

Nathan Salmon, the well known
merchant, has received a letter from
Syria, stating that his
Beyrouth,
mother, Mrs? Sarah Salmon, died on
January 5. She was ninety-seveyears of age.
Apart from her great age which
made her outlive her husband and all
her sisters and brothers, Mrs. Salmon- was indeed a remarkable woman. Receiving a large estate to look
after upon the death of her husband,
she decided to study law and was for
thirty year the only woman in Syria,
n

this city.

Mr. Salmon said today that he had
not seen his mother for twenty-fiv- e
years but had intended sailing for
Syria next summer. "It is with great
sorrow that I find this trip will be of
no avail," he said this morning, "but
I have the satisfaction to hear that
my mother rounded out nearly a century and her mind remained alert to
the very end."
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